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Abstract
When NetApp IT upgraded their SAP CRM on-premises landscape, a top concern was
minimizing downtime, ensuring speedy backups, safeguarding against disasters, and
provisioning test and production systems quickly with production data. The team chose
NetApp SnapCenter®, a user-friendly data protection solution that encompasses NetApp
Snapshot™, NetApp SnapMirror®, and NetApp SnapVault® technologies.
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1 The Challenge
All IT organizations understand the downside of downtime. Users expect availability and consistent
performance levels 24/7, even in the face of ever-increasing volumes of data. System backups cannot
paralyze operations or enterprise applications. As a result, backup windows are shrinking, while the
amount of data to be backed up is increasing. It is equally important to provision a test or development
system with production data quickly and to perform disaster recovery testing.
Minimizing downtime was a top concern when NetApp IT upgraded our SAP CRM on-premises
landscape in late 2018. We chose NetApp SnapCenter®, a data protection solution that encompasses
NetApp Snapshot™, NetApp SnapMirror®, and NetApp SnapVault® technologies.
NetApp SnapCenter integrates with SAP HANA databases through plug-ins to deliver data protection and
flexible provisioning of SAP environments. It provides critical functions such as scheduling and managing
backups, cloning a sub-production environment with production data, and testing disaster recovery
without affecting system availability and performance.

2 SAP CRM Inside NetApp
SAP customer relationship management (CRM) software is a critical business application for tracking and
managing NetApp customer support cases. It is used 24/7 by approximately 7,000 users ranging from
engineers to support teams to external users across geographical locations. It is tightly integrated with
other critical business systems such as NetApp® AutoSupport®, Oracle E-Business Suite, the NetApp
Support Site, the data warehouse, mobile device management, and Oracle Fusion Middleware.
Our SAP CRM on-premises landscape went through a major upgrade in December 2018 from AIX to Red
Hat Enterprise Linux, Oracle to SAP HANA, and CRM from 5.2 to 7.0 EHP4. The current SAP CRM
landscape is running on SAP NetWeaver 7.5.

2.1

Breadth of SAP CRM System

The various systems and components that were to be provisioned in our production and sub-production
environments are shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1) CRM systems and components.
Type

System

Production

Production

Patching

Development
Sub-production
QA

Staging*
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Application

Components

Number of Hosts

CRM
Process Orchestration (PO)
Gateway
Solution Manager (SOLMAN)
CRM
Process Orchestration
Gateway
Solution Manager
CRM
Process Orchestration
Gateway
CRM
Process Orchestration
Gateway
CRM
Process Orchestration
Gateway
CRM

EHP4, NW 7.5, HANA 2.0
NW 7.5 & Oracle 12c
NW & Oracle12C
NW & Oracle12C
EHP4, NW, HANA 2.0
NW & Oracle12C
NW & Oracle12C
NW & Oracle12C
EHP4, NW, HANA 2.0
NW & Oracle12C
NW & Oracle12C
EHP4, NW, HANA 2.0
NW & Oracle12C
NW & Oracle12C
EHP4, NW, HANA 2.0
NW & Oracle12C
NW & Oracle12C
EHP4, NW, HANA 2.0

4 app + 2 DB
3 app + 2 DB
1 (app & DB)
2 app + 1 DB
1 app + 1 DB
1 app + 1 DB
1 (app & DB)
1 app + 1 DB
1 app + 1 DB
1 app + 1 DB
1 (app & DB)
1 app + 1 DB
1 app + 1 DB
1 (app & DB)
4 app + 2 DB
3 app + 2 DB
1 (app & DB)
1 app + 1 DB
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Type

System

Application

Components

Number of Hosts

Training and
Support

Process Orchestration

NW & Oracle12C

1 app + 1 DB

* Will be repurposed as disaster recovery system as necessary

Service managers coordinated with the business units to gather requests to enhance the CRM system.
They shared prioritized lists with the development team and coordinated delivery to predefined release
dates. As in the past, we planned two release dates per quarter. In general, such releases do not require
any downtime.
The platform team planned proactive, minimally invasive upgrades and patches to the application and
Red Hat Enterprise Linux OS to maintain vendor support, mitigate any security vulnerabilities, and
leverage any updated features. However, these upgrades required downtime. The platform team planned
these upgrades at the start of the fiscal year and published a plan that aligned with the predefined
downtime window for each quarter.

3 Backup and Recovery
Like all our critical applications, the objective for SAP CRM backup and recovery was a solution that
would not affect performance or availability and addressed these four use cases.
1. Back up production and sub-production systems—both data and non-data volumes
2. Refresh sub-production systems, e.g. patch, development, test, staging, and training, as necessary
with production data.
3. Build a new system, as necessary.
4. Demonstrate recoverability of production data in the disaster recovery (DR) systems as part of DR
testing.

3.1

Possible Solution Options

Table 3 below describes three solution options that were considered for a 3TB SAP HANA database.
Each option had to reduce backup and recovery times as well as be cost-effective, scalable, reliable, and
easy to use, learn, and support.
Table 2) Options evaluated.

#

Option

Key Points

Metrics

Considerations

1

Native backup
and recovery
method as
recommended
by vendor

It addressed all use
cases and incurs no
additional licensing
cost. It did not require a
dedicated host. Yet,
there was a
performance impact
with backup runs.

5 hours for backup
and 6 hours for
recovery.

Needed to wait for the backup to
be available at the target site; it
would take approximately 12–16
hours for the backup to be
available.
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Required scripting and expertise
to schedule and manage things
like backups in Red Hat
Enterprise Linux systems.
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#

Option

Key Points

Metrics

Considerations

2

Implement
database
replication for
HANA

It addressed use cases
1 and 4 listed above.
Yet, might have
required another SAP
license. It required a
dedicated host, which
meant more hardware,
licensing, and
maintenance costs.
Synchronization did not
affect performance.

0 minutes
(synchronous)

Depending on whether the
method was synchronous or
asynchronous, data might be
available in real time or near real
time at the target site.

NetApp
SnapCenter
data protection
tool

It addressed all use
cases and incurred no
additional licensing
cost. It did not require a
dedicated host and
synchronization did not
affect performance.

5 minutes for backup
and 1 hour for
recovery.

3

3.2

15 minutes
(asynchronous)

Depending on whether the
method is synchronous or
asynchronous, data might be
available in real time or near real
time at the target site.
Backup could be scheduled every
4 hours at the production site; with
completion, it triggers
synchronization of backup to the
target site, i.e. sub-production.

Our Selection

We chose NetApp SnapCenter®, a user-friendly data protection
solution that encompasses NetApp Snapshot™, NetApp SnapMirror®,
and NetApp SnapVault® technologies.

4 SnapCenter: NetApp Data Protection Tool

“There’s no team that loves NetApp
products and solutions more than NetApp
IT. We embrace our products and
integrate them with industry and NetApp
partner offerings to yield new and
innovative business solutions.”
William Miller, SVP and CIO, NetApp

We chose NetApp SnapCenter because it integrates with SAP HANA
databases through plug-ins to deliver efficient data protection and
flexible provisioning of SAP environments. It provided critical functions such as scheduling and managing
backups, cloning a sub-production environment with production data, and testing disaster recovery
without affecting system availability and performance.
Although there are different deployment options, we chose the standalone version of SnapCenter 4.3. It
used one system for managing backups in both production and sub-production hosts. Plug-ins are
installed in the respective host systems. To ensure disaster recovery and refresh the SAP system, the
production SnapCenter system was set to maintain necessary sub-production systems.
We reviewed the following workflows and implemented them in our landscape.

5

•

SAP System Refresh to an existing target SAP system, e.g. QA or development, with data from
a source SAP system. The host name, instance number, and secure identifier (SID) were
different for the source and target systems.

•

SAP System Copy as the setup for a new target SAP system, e.g. a sandbox, with data from a
source SAP system. The host name, instance number, and SID were different for the source and
target systems
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•

SAP System Clone as the identical copy of the source SAP system. SAP system clones were
typically used to address logical corruption or to test disaster recovery scenarios. With a system
clone operation, the host name, instance number, and SID remain the same as on the source
system.

•

SnapCenter Setup was the web interface used to set up and configure all CRM hosts, storage
systems, application users and credentials, backup policies for storage (non-data), and HANA
(data and nondata). We devised a backup schedule, replication requirements, and retention
policies for each resource, and we set resources accordingly.

As part of the setup, we engaged our storage team to create SnapVault and SnapMirror storage at the
target locations, establish replications for the required volumes between the source and the target, and
update the SnapVault retention policy for the tags defined in SnapCenter. This updating applied only to
policies in which the replication option was selected.
SnapCenter has a built-in dashboard to monitor backups and can mine logs for troubleshooting. Also, the
user interface (UI) allowed us to perform system refreshes, system clones, and system copies. By using
the reporting features of SnapCenter, we were able to report on backups, restore, and clones by date
range and resource group.

5 Backup Architecture and Success Stories
Our production and sub-production data centers were separated geographically, and we wanted to design
a solution that would segregate storage used for disaster recovery and sub-production systems.

5.1

Backup Architecture

As shown in Figure 1, we adopted the architecture and design approach, with some minor modifications,
as recommended in NetApp Technical Report (TR-4646) on SAP HANA Disaster Recovery with
Asynchronous Storage Replication.
Figure 1) Architecture highlights.
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We took the following steps with our architecture and design:
•

Established the SnapMirror relationship and synchronization for disaster recovery volumes

•

Created SnapVault storage for sub-production volumes. System copy and system refresh flows
used this setup

•

Scheduled Snapshot copies according to the recommended backup policy

•

Scheduled the HANA file system backup weekly. This backup executed a block integrity check of
HANA database data blocks.

•

Scheduled transaction dumps in HANA and replicated using SnapMirror every 30 minutes to
secondary site. During point-in-time recovery, this helps in refreshing sub-production systems to
minimize data loss. It would also be helpful during disaster recovery.

NetApp FlexClone® technology allowed us to execute a disaster recovery failover test without influencing
or interrupting the ongoing replication to the disaster recovery site. As a result, ran tests without affecting
production systems. This NetApp case study outlines more on our use of FlexClone.

5.2

Results of Disaster Recovery Test

To test recovery steps and demonstrate recoverability of our SAP CRM production data on staging
systems, we followed the steps found in NetApp Technical Report (TR-4667) on Automating SAP System
Copies. Specifically, we followed the SAP system refresh workflow shown in Figure 2 and performed
point-in-time recovery.
Figure 2) SAP system refresh (existing system)

For the recovery point objective (RPO), the latest production transaction was synchronized with the subproduction storage volumes during the test window. We delivered RPO with 13 minutes of data loss. For
the recovery time objective (RTO), we delivered in three (3) hours. A breakdown of the three hours is:
•

One hour for database recovery that was
comprised of 15 minutes to recover the
HANA database and 45 minutes to load data
into memory before the application can use
the database. As shown in Figure 3, this is a
significant time savings compared to the
traditional method of a full database recovery
that took approximately 5 to 6 hours.

•

One hour for post-recovery steps (as
required by the application).

•

One hour for technical and functional
validations.
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5.3

Provision a New System

In the future, we plan to provision new SAP sub-production systems for evaluating patches and features
using NetApp Technical Report (TR-4667) on Automating SAP System Copies. As shown in Figure 4, we
will reference the SAP system refresh for new systems comprising development, QA, staging, and
training and support.
Figure 4) SAP system copy (new system).
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